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Perhaps the World's Most Durable Heli

Our super-durable heli is engineered to be nearly unbreakable in most crashes. However, should you
need to replace anything, a full line of replacement parts is available.

Learn more about the features 



  

  

  

  
 

Unsurpassed Stability

Chronos CX 75’s coaxial, counter-rotating blades offer unsurpassed hands-off stability while
cancelling out rotational torque and using differential rotor speed for tail control. The result is an
easy to fly heli perfect for all first-time pilots.

Learn more about the features



  

  

The Chronos CX 75 Story

  

The incredible stability and durability of the Ares Chronos CX 75 makes it easy and fun for anyone to fly
an RC helicopter. The co-axial, counter-rotating blade design offers unsurpassed stability that will have
any pilot hovering like a pro in no time, while fully proportional controls deliver excellent maneuverability
and control.

The Chronos CX 75’s nano-micro size and low weight make it possible to fly indoors almost anywhere,
and the included 110mAh 1S 3.7V LiPo battery delivers plenty of power and flight times of up to 10+
minutes per charge. In addition, our super-durable heli is nearly unbreakable in most crashes! However,
should you need to replace anything, a full line of parts is available.

There is no better way to enjoy piloting an RC helicopter than with the Chronos CX 75. Even if you’ve
never flown before, you’ll be flying like a pro in no time.

 

 



  

  
 

Ready-to-fly

The Chronos CX 75 is fully-assembled and ready-to-fly right out of the box!

  

  
 

Counter-rotating Blades

Ultra-stable coaxial, counter-rotating blade design makes it possible for anyone to fly.



  

  
 

Flies Nearly Anyplace Indoors

Nano-macro size and weight for smooth and easy flying even in smaller indoor spaces.

  

  
 

2.4GHz Transmitter

3-Channel transmitter with 2.4GHz technology and convenient built-in LiPo battery charger.

  

  



 

Specifications

  Length: 7.3in (185mm)
Height: 3.5in (90mm)
Main Rotor Diameter: 6.9in (175mm)
Weight with Battery: 0.7oz (21g)
Main Motor: Micro Coreless (2 installed)
Battery: 110mAh 1S 3.7V LiPo (installed)
Charger: 1S 3.7V LiPo (in transmitter, included)
Transmitter: 3-Channel 2.4GHz w/LiPo charger (included)
On-Board Electronics: 4-in-1 receiver/2 ESCs/mixer/gyro (installed)

  

  
 

What else

  Whats in the BOX  

  

  Chronos CX 75

  3-Channel 2.4GHz Transmitter with Built-In Lipo Battery Charger

  AA Batteries for the Transmitter



 

  

  
 

Videos

  

  Introducing Chronos CX75  

  

  
 

Reviews

  

   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LaSB6M5XplA&feature=youtu.be
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LaSB6M5XplA&feature=youtu.be
http://ares-rc.com/reviews/ChronosCX75_review_FlyRC.pdf
http://ares-rc.com/reviews/ChronosCX75_review_FlyRC.pdf


Fly RC

"The small size of the Chronos CX 75 and low weight make it possible to fly indoors just about anywhere
you want. This machine is very durable and we put it through its paces. I can only describe it as 'virtually
unbreakable.' "

Read more...

  
 

 

  

   

2 Brothers

"We had a blast with this! Every once in awhile something comes along that you just have to stop and
throw away everything you know..."

Read more...

 

http://ares-rc.com/reviews/ChronosCX75_review_FlyRC.pdf
http://2bfly.com/reviews/ares-chronos-cx-75-product-spotlight/
http://2bfly.com/reviews/ares-chronos-cx-75-product-spotlight/
http://2bfly.com/reviews/ares-chronos-cx-75-product-spotlight/


  

  Ethos QX75 Nano-Micro Quadcopter
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Automatic Flip Mode

The innovative ‘Automatic Flip Mode’ allows almost anyone to perform 360 degree flips with just
the push of a button on the transmitter.  This makes it possible for experienced and even first-time
pilots to perform flips in almost any direction indoors or out.

Learn more about the features 

  

  



  

  
 

Capable and Durable

Powerful, smooth and efficient direct-drive coreless motors offer long flight times, quiet operation
and instantaneous acceleration.  Plus the advanced airframe design and composite materials result in
low weight and incredible durability.

Learn more about the features

  

  
 

LED Lights

A new optional LED light kit makes it possible to fly in low-light and even dark conditions indoors
or out.

Learn more about the features



  

  

  

The Ethos QX 75 Story

  

The Ares Ethos QX 75 may be small in size but it’s big on performance and capability for both first-time
and experienced quadcopter pilots. The advanced 3-axis gyro control system offers precise control and
maximum stability while the nano-micro size allows for easy flying in smaller indoor spaces and fully
proportional 4-channel control offers plenty of maneuverability for flying outdoors in light wind
conditions too.

The innovative ‘Automatic Flip Mode’ allows almost anyone to perform 360 degree flips with just the push
of a button on the transmitter and the unique body design offers improved visibility to help maintain
orientation. An advanced design and composite materials result in low weight and incredible durability
plus the airframe is 100% factory-assembled and ready-to-fly right out of the box – no tools or assembly
required!



Also in the box is everything needed to fly including AA batteries for the ergonomic 4-channel transmitter
equipped with 2.4GHz technology, and LCD screen, dual rates and a built-in USB port, a class-leading
300mAh 1S 3.7V LiPo battery and a dual port DC USB charger for charging from almost any computer or
USB power source. That means there’s nothing extra to buy and you can be ready to fly within minutes of
opening the box.

So whether you’re a first-time or experienced pilot, there’s no better way to enjoy nano-micro sized
quadcopter flying and no better value than the Ethos QX 75!

 

 

  

  

Unique Body Design

The unique body design offers improved visibility to help maintain orientation and is available in two
attractive trim schemes.  The included decal sheet also allows you to customize the finish with numbers of
our choice when racing with friends.

  

  
 



Ready-to-Fly

The Ethos QX 75 is fully assembled and ready-to-fly right out of the box!

  

  
 

Class Leading LiPo Battery

The class-leading 300mAh LiPo battery provides excellent power and duration while the included dual port DC USB
charger allows for convenient charging of spare batteries (AZSH1205) from almost any computer or other USB power
source.

  

  
 

Indoors or Out

The advanced 3-axis gyro control system offers precise control and maximum stability while the nano-micro size allows for



easy flying in smaller indoor spaces and fully proportional 4-channel control offers plenty of maneuverability for flying
outdoors in light wind conditions too.

  

  
 

Optional

  

New Optional LED Light Kit (AZSH1214) makes it possible to fly in low-light and even dark conditions
indoors and out! (LED kit sold separately)

  

  
 

Specifications

  Length: 3.7in (95mm)
Length Including Rotor Blades: 5.5in (140mm)
Height: 1.7in (44mm)
Propeller/Main Rotor Diameter: 2.2in (56mm)



Weight with Battery: 1.3oz (37g)
Main Motor: Micro coreless (4 installed)
Battery: 300mAh 1S 3.7V LiPo (included)
Charger: Dual Port 1S 3.7V LiPo DC USB (included)
Transmitter: 4-Channel 2.4GHz (included)
On-Board Electronics: 4-in-1 receiver/4 ESCs/mixer/3-axis gyro (installed)

  

  
 

What else

  Whats in the BOX  

  

  Ethos QX 75

  4-Channel 2.4GHz Transmitter with Built-in USB Port

  AA Batteries for the Transmitter

  Dual Port DC USB Charger

  300mAh 1S 3.7V LiPo Battery

 



  

  
 

Reviews

  

   

Fly RC

"Two thumbs up for the fun factor, and if I had another thumb I’d stick it up for the sheer durability of the
Ethos!"

Read more...

  
 

 

  

   

http://ares-rc.com/ethosQX75/Ethos_FlyRC_Review.pdf
http://ares-rc.com/ethosQX75/Ethos_FlyRC_Review.pdf
http://ares-rc.com/ethosQX75/Ethos_FlyRC_Review.pdf
http://www.bigsquidrc.com/the-ares-rc-ethos-qx-75-quadcopter-review-plus-video/
http://www.bigsquidrc.com/the-ares-rc-ethos-qx-75-quadcopter-review-plus-video/


Big Squid RC

"From the low price, to the awesome 360 degree flips that make you look like a rock star, the Ethos should
be added to your shopping list if you are in the market for a quad!"

Read more...

  

  
 

Awards

  

Australian Toy Association
Hobby Product of the Year

  
 

 

http://www.bigsquidrc.com/the-ares-rc-ethos-qx-75-quadcopter-review-plus-video/


  

Big Squid RC -
"BEst Overall Package"
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